
The Australian Values Test  
This simple and easy to use brochure is the official 

study guide for the former Minister for Citizenship and 

Multicultural Affairs Alan Tudge’s new Australian Values 

Test for permanent visa applicants.  

Passing the Australian Values Test also ensures all new 

Australian permanent residents will integrate into          

Australian society, uphold and personify Australian   

values and prevent segregation.  

 

How to use this guide 
The brochure is divided into two sections: 

1. Australian values 

2. Un-Australian values 

Each sections provides examples of Australian and     

Un-Australian values. Simply memorise these values in 

order to pass the Australian Values test and integrate 

them into your daily life to help settle into Australian 

society.  

 

Study guide for the 

Australian Values 

Test 

 

Not the Australian Government 

Department of  Gnome Airfares 
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Australian values 
Deterring people smugglers by imprisoning children in  

island prisons.  

Criminalising racial groups in Melbourne for the sole     

purpose of winning an election.  

Celebrating Australian Day on the anniversary of           

colonisation and the genocide of the Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander people.   

Not letting a Prime Minister finish their term.  

Still having am average national gender pay gap of 14.6%.1    

Celebrating excessive drinking as a part of Australia’s  

culture and then wondering why we have a drinking     

problem.  

Racism, a defining and sacred  Australian value.  

Australian values continued 
Resisting green energy because coal is a major export.   

 

 

 

 

Paying greater attention to the cost of the NBN than on the 

fact that one woman a week is killed from domestic       

violence.2   

Postal plebiscites. 

Refusing to constitutionally recognise the Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islanders as the sovereign owners of the 

land.  

Creating the Referendum Council which facilitated the first 

process to ask Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 

to collectively make recommendations for constitutional 

change and then rejecting their recommendations.  

The unspoken agreement between all Australians to trick 

tourists of the existence of drop bears. 

Un-Australian values 
Pro bono immigration lawyers representing asylum      

seekers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Children not standing for the national anthem. 

Cheating in cricket.  

It’s unAustralian, It’s gone on for too 

long …. and its ripping the system off.3 


